Due to the small current obliquity of Ceres ( ≈ 4 ∘ ), permanently shadowed regions (PSRs) exist on the dwarf planet's surface. Since the existence and persistence of the PSRs depend on the obliquity, we compute the obliquity history over the last 3 Myr and find that it undergoes large oscillations with a period of 24.5 kyr and a maximum of max ≈ 19.6 ∘ . During periods of large obliquity, most of the present-day PSRs receive direct sunlight. Some craters in Ceres's polar regions possess bright crater floor deposits (BCFDs). We find an apparent correlation between BCFDs and the most persistent PSRs. In the north, only two PSRs remain at max and they both contain BCFDs. In the south, one of the two only craters that remain in shadow at max contains a BCFD. The location of BCFDs within persistent PSRs strongly suggests that BCFDs consist of volatiles accumulated in PSR cold traps: either water molecules trapped from the exosphere or exposed ground ice.
Introduction

What Did We Know Before Dawn?
The shape of dwarf planet (1) Ceres and orientation of its spin pole (and, therefore, obliquity) had been constrained in several studies prior to the Dawn mission [Thomas et al., 2005; Drummond and Christou, 2008; Carry et al., 2008; Drummond et al., 2014] . The uncertainties of these determinations were typically on the order of 5 ∘ . Skoglöv et al. [1996] conducted a study of obliquity variations of 10 large asteroids including Ceres using the then available spin vectors and ellipsoidal shape models and concluded that orbital evolution characteristic frequencies are typically higher than precession frequencies. No indication of chaos in 2 Myr integrations was found. Bills and Nimmo [2011] predicted that Ceres has a tidally damped obliquity, which, if true, presents an additional constraint on the internal structure, as it would depend on the moments of inertia. However, Rambaux et al. [2011] argued that the damping period is on the order of 10 17 years-much longer than the age of the solar system-and, therefore, it is highly unlikely that the present-day obliquity is damped. Hayne and Aharonson [2015] studied water ice stability on the surface of Ceres using statistical, artificial topography and concluded that ice becomes stable at latitudes higher than ≈60 ∘ within persistent shadows on steep slopes and within permanently shadowed regions (PSRs).
Motivation
Images from the Dawn spacecraft's Framing Camera (FC) and radio tracking of the spacecraft from groundbased stations have allowed the precise determination of the Ceres's rotational pole [Park et al., 2016] and, therefore, of the dwarf planet's obliquity ( ). Presently, Ceres's obliquity is about 4 ∘ . Due to this low obliquity, permanently shadowed regions have been detected on Ceres's surface using the Dawn Framing camera images and shape-based illumination modeling [Schorghofer et al., 2016; Platz et al., 2017] . This makes Ceres only the third body in the solar system after the Moon [Zuber and Smith, 1997; Mazarico et al., 2011] and Mercury [Chabot et al., 2012; Neumann et al., 2013] with identified PSRs. The existence of PSRs depends critically on the body's obliquity.
Some craters in Ceres's polar regions possess bright crater floor deposits or BCFDs. These crater floors are typically in shadow, but they receive light scattered from the surrounding sunlit crater walls and therefore
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• Figure S1 • Figure S2 Correspondence to: A. I. Ermakov, eai@caltech.edu can be seen by the FC. Temperatures inside PSRs can be so cold that the sublimation rate of surface water ice becomes negligible. Therefore, any ice delivered by an exosphere or exposed by impacts may remain indefinitely. We hypothesize that BCFDs are volatile deposits accumulated in PSR cold traps analogous to the Moon and Mercury [Watson et al., 1961; Arnold, 1979; Slade et al., 1992; Feldman et al., 1998; Paige et al., 2010; Sanin et al., 2012; Moores, 2016] . The boundaries of Ceres's cold traps are determined by the PSRs at = max .
The analysis of the Gamma Ray and Neutron Detector (GRaND) data shows that Ceres's regolith is rich in hydrogen [Prettyman et al., 2016] . Neutron and gamma ray count data reveal a strong latitude variation with suppressed counts at high latitudes. The lower bound of H concentration near the poles exceeds that found in carbonaceous chondrites, which are thought to be the best meteoritic analogues of Ceres. Therefore, the GRaND observations indicate that water ice and/or other volatile species may be concentrated in the polar regions on or very near (≈1 m) the surface. Nevertheless, water ice is rarely found exposed on the sunlit surface [Combe et al., 2016] .
The observation of BCFDs on Ceres is similar to the observations within Mercury's PSRs by the MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment, GEochemistry, and Ranging (MESSENGER) spacecraft. The MESSENGER images show regions with higher reflectance inside some PSRs, with the boundary of the higher-reflectance units closely matching the PSR boundaries [Neumann et al., 2013; Chabot et al., 2014; Deutsch et al., 2016] . One important difference between the PSR inventory from the MESSENGER and Dawn data is that the heights of Mercury's topography were derived from laser altimetry [Cavanaugh et al., 2007; Zuber et al., 2012] , which is independent of the illumination conditions, whereas Ceres's elevations are derived from stereo analysis of the FC images.
Orbital and obliquity histories have been shown to be important factors for volatile transport on the Moon, Mercury, and Mars. Siegler et al. [2013] concluded that due to Mercury's low obliquity, variations in orbital eccentricity are likely to have been the dominant cause of changes in polar temperatures on this planet. Siegler et al. [2015] found that cold traps are likely to have been stable for nearly 4 Gyr on Mercury. The Moon has undergone a major spin axis reorientation in the past [Ward, 1975] . Siegler et al. [2011] conclude that lunar obliquity history has dramatically altered the lunar polar thermal environment. In the following work, Siegler et al. [2015] found that when the Moon was at approximately half of its current semimajor axis (3 ± 1 Gyr), lunar obliquity may have reached as high as 77 ∘ . At that time, lunar polar temperatures were much higher and cold traps could not exist. Later, lunar obliquity has decreased creating environments favorable for water ice stability. More recently, Siegler et al. [2016] provided an example of a possible feedback between knowledge of volatile distribution and body orientation history. Additionally, it has been predicted that the obliquity forcing is one of the main drivers of the volatile transport on Mars [Jakosky and Phillips, 2001; Laskar et al., 2004; Jakosky et al., 2005] .
Thus, in the case of Ceres, understanding temporal obliquity variations in the past sheds light on the history of PSRs and can help constrain the timescales for water ice deposition and loss and ultimately might constrain the amount of water delivered to Ceres from exogenic sources.
Outline
We start by describing the orbit and rotation integrator and the illumination model in section 2. We then summarize the available shape and orientation data as well as the observations of Ceres's BCFDs in section 3. The results on Ceres's obliquity, PSR history, and their relation to BCFDs are presented in section 4. We discuss the implications of our results in section 5 and summarize our findings in section 6.
Methods
Integrator
We used a symplectic integrator to backward integrate the orbital and rigid body motion of Ceres. The symplectic mapping for the N-planet problem was developed by Wisdom and Holman [1991] . It has been proven to be an efficient algorithm for long-term integrations of planetary systems. Later, similar ideas led to the development of a symplectic mapping for the rigid body dynamics [Touma and Wisdom, 1994] . We use a symplectic leapfrog algorithm, in which an accuracy of (h 2 ) is achieved by shifting the phase of the Dirac delta functions by a half of the integration time step h. General leapfrog mapping can be written in the form
where, for the case of the N-planet problem,  K is the mapping according to the Keplerian Hamiltonian and  NI is the mapping according to the interactions Hamiltonian. The complete mapping for spin-orbit dynamics can be written as the rigid body leapfrog mapping nested into the N-planets leapfrog mapping as follows:
where  2 is the axisymmetric rigid body motion,  3 is the perturbation in the rigid body motion due to the body's triaxiality,  RI is the rotational interactions between Ceres and other bodies, i.e., the Sun and the planets. In our case, the spin-orbit coupling term acts in  RI . The choice of time step h is crucial for the accuracy of the mapping. We choose a value of 1/20 of the fastest periodic motion considered. We performed integrations both with biaxial and triaxial Ceres. For the case of triaxial Ceres, the shortest period is the rotational period (9.07 h). Therefore, for these integrations we set h = 1620 s. For the case of a biaxial Ceres, the shortest period is the orbital period of Mercury (≈88 days); accordingly, we can use h = 4.4 days. A detailed description of the integrator is available in the supporting information.
Illumination Modeling Using Digital Terrain Model
In order to assess the illumination conditions at Ceres over a range of past obliquities, we performed numerical illumination modeling using a shape model of Ceres. This approach has been used in the past for the Moon and Mercury, using a shape model derived from laser altimetry data [Mazarico et al., 2011; Neumann et al., 2013] . We follow the approach described in Schorghofer et al. [2016] using ray tracing over multilevel, multiresolution triangulated meshes. The extended nature of the Sun as a light source is handled by discretizing its disc into 500 point sources. For the present-day orientation of Ceres, we use the current best estimates consistent with the adopted shape model [Preusker et al., 2015 . While Schorghofer et al. [2016] resampled the High Altitude Mapping Orbit (HAMO)-derived Digital Terrain Model (DTM) onto a grid of points uniformly spaced in north polar stereographic projection, we took advantage of the full resolution of the DTM high-level products by implementing the Lambert-Azimuthal Equal Area projection [Snyder, 1982] and performing the simulations in that projection at a resolution of 135 m/pixel down to ≈53.5 ∘ latitude. For computational reasons and because of Ceres's rapid spin (rotational period ≈9.07 h) and long orbital period (4.6 years), we restricted our simulations to a full rotation at each pole's respective solstice, which is the geometry that provides the strongest constraint regarding the presence of long-lived shadows.
Data
Ceres Shape
The shape model of Ceres was produced using a stereophotogrammetry (SPG) technique applied by the German Aerospace Center (DLR) . The SPG method is purely geometrical and does not rely on simultaneously solving for surface heights and albedo. The global shape model used here was computed from images acquired during Dawn's HAMO phase (High Altitude Mapping Orbit: 6 weeks at ≈1500 km altitude), at a resolution of ≈135 m/pixel. Thanks to the high sensitivity of the Dawn's Framing Camera [Sierks et al., 2011; Schröder et al., 2013] , it is possible to utilize features seen in scattered light to constrain the shape of the floors of shadowed polar craters, despite larger ray intersection errors and the need for interpolation near those locations. The comparison of the area in permanent shadow derived from numerical illumination simulations performed with a shape model [Schorghofer et al., 2016] and that obtained from a survey of minimum shadows observed by FC near northern solstice [Platz et al., 2017] shows an agreement to ≈2%, which brings confidence in the modeling methodology and DTM quality for illumination modeling. However, we find that the HAMO DTM resolution and accuracy are typically not sufficient to model the conditions within small craters (<4 km). We also used the shape reconstructed for the southern hemisphere. Despite the unfavorable lighting conditions, as Dawn visited Ceres during southern winter, the HAMO DTM allows illumination modeling outside of the immediate polar region (85 ∘ -90 ∘ S), which was in seasonal darkness. Additionally, we conducted a sensitivity test by perturbing the crater depths by 100 m, which is a conservative estimate of the height error, and recomputing the PSR boundaries. We concluded that the DTM errors do not significantly affect our results in the larger craters.
Ceres Rotational Pole
The arrival of the Dawn spacecraft at Ceres made it possible to substantially improve the accuracy of Ceres's pole position and rotation rate. The present-day obliquity of Ceres is ≈4.02 ∘ . For the present study, we used the spin pole location and rotation rate derived from the Dawn measurements. Specifically, the PCK SPICE kernel 
Ceres Moments of Inertia
We can constrain the moments of inertia of Ceres using the observed degree-2 gravity field coefficients and a hydrostatic equilibrium assumption. It can be shown (see supporting information) that Ceres's normalized polar moment of inertia is C∕Mr 2 vol ≈ 0.392, where r vol = 469.7 km-the radius of a sphere that has a volume equivalent to that of Ceres. Using the relations between moments of inertia and the unnormalized gravity coefficients [Park et al., 2016] , we obtain the following:
where M is the mass of Ceres; J 2 , C 22 , and S 22 are the degree-2 spherical harmonic coefficients of the gravity field; and A, B, and C are the moments of inertia. We used a two-layer model and hydrostatic equilibrium method from Tricarico [2014] to derive moments of inertia from the observed gravity coefficients (see supporting information). The major uncertainty in deriving the moments of inertia is due to nonhydrostaticity of Ceres, which can change C∕Mr 2 vol by as much as 0.005 (see supporting information). We therefore chose a range for C∕Mr 2 vol between 0.387 and 0.397 for our orbital integrations. For the triaxial Ceres, the equatorial moments of inertia A and B are computed according to equation (3). For the biaxial case, we take the equatorial moment to be (A + B)∕2. With this choice for the equatorial moment, the precession constant [e.g., Bills and Nimmo, 2011, equation 23 ] will remain unchanged.
Bright Crater Floor Deposits
A number of bright crater floor deposits (BCFDs) in PSRs have been identified (Table 1 ). In general, BCFDs are rare: only 5 out of 49 present-day PSRs larger than 10 km 2 contain BCFDs. All of the deposits considered for this study lie entirely within the present-day PSRs, except NP5. Light reflected from the high-standing, illuminated crater walls and rims allows identification of the surface features within the shadows. However, this illumination is much weaker than direct sunlight and resolving the surface requires substantial stretching of the image. This inevitably enhances the image noise and artifacts due to image compression. Careful visual inspection of images taken with different illumination geometries and compression ratios is therefore required to recognize real surface brightness variations.
The surface brightness of the BCFDs is 1.4-3.0 times higher than the surrounding area. The brightness of the BCFD in NP5 is 2.8 ± 0.2 higher than its immediate surroundings. However, the entire crater floor of NP5 is brighter than average Ceres. Therefore, if BCFD in NP5 is compared to the shadowed floor of a neighboring crater, it is brighter by a factor of 3.9 ± 0.6. The facts that NP5 is not entirely in permanent shadow and is much brighter indicate that the nature of this deposit may be different from the others considered in this study. It is important to note that the deposits are seen in diffuse, secondary, illumination. As such we cannot derive the physical or normal albedo, which is defined at a phase angle of zero [Hapke, 1981 [Hapke, , 2012 .
Results
Obliquity History
We performed a number of orbital integrations with triaxial and biaxial Ceres with different numbers of perturbing planets. Secular dynamics of Ceres is dominated by Jupiter and Saturn modes. As long as Jupiter and Saturn are included and interact with Ceres, we obtain essentially the same obliquity history. The initial positions and velocities of planets were taken from the DE430 ephemeris [Folkner et al., 2014] using the SPICE ancillary information system [Acton, 1996] . We find that the obliquity history is not sensitive to the triaxiality of Ceres. This allows us to use much longer integration time steps since there is no need to resolve Ceres's rotation period, and the triaxial step  3 (h) can be skipped. The results are also not sensitive to relativistic effects, which we modeled as an additional velocity kick.
Currently, the value of the osculating obliquity of Ceres is 4.03 ∘ and is on an increasing trend. Ceres's obliquity passed its local minimum 1328 years ago when the obliquity was 2.42 ∘ . The most recent obliquity maximum of 18.52 ∘ was reached 13,890 years ago (Figure 1a ). Our long-term (3 Myr) integrations for triaxial Ceres show that its obliquity undergoes similar large oscillations (Figure 1b) . The pattern of oscillations is very regular and with no evidence of chaos. The main period of the oscillation is 24.5 kyr. Obliquity can reach a maximum of 19.6 ∘ . The minimum obliquity is 2.0 ∘ . Ceres's obliquity distribution is skewed toward the higher values, with a mean obliquity of 12.21 ∘ and a median of 13.21 ∘ . The obliquity is greater than 15 ∘ for more than 40% of the time. The range of obliquity oscillations does not have a strong dependence on the assumed moments of inertia within the limits constrained by the Dawn gravity measurements. We also conducted integrations with a biaxial Ceres for 1 Gyr and obtained analogous results for the amplitude and periodicity of obliquity oscillations. Fortuitously, nature has given us a rare opportunity to observe Ceres at a time when polar winters are minimal, which enables more and higher-quality observations of the polar areas.
The obliquity oscillations are driven by the periodic variations in Ceres's orbit inclination which occur with a period of 22 kyr and the pole precession cycles with a period of 210 kyr. Those periods were found by performing a fast Fourier transform to the corresponding orbital angles. The obliquity cycle period is therefore close to the synodic period between the precession period T p and inclination period T i . This synodic period is
.6 kyr. The Dawn observations, unlike expected by Bills and Nimmo [2011] , show that the obliquity of Ceres is not tidally damped to the lowest energy state. Our results are fully consistent with the recent and independent study of secular obliquity variations by Bills and Scott [2017] . We also find that there is no hemispheric asymmetry in terms of insolation over long timescales (100 kyr and longer); the distribution of the subsolar point latitude at the perihelion is symmetric with respect to the equator. The orbital elements and spin vector orientation time series are provided in the supporting information.
PSR History
The initial illumination modeling by Schorghofer et al. [2016] revealed dozens of craters hosting PSRs. The total area of PSRs is a strong function of the body's obliquity. As expected, the total area in permanent shadow decreases at larger obliquity. Illumination simulations performed over a range of obliquities (2 ∘ -20 ∘ ) indicate a reduction in PSR area from ≈3400 km 2 at = 2 ∘ to only ≈1.6 km 2 at = 20 ∘ .
In the northern hemisphere (Figure 2a) , we find that only two crater floors remain partly in permanent shadow at = 20 ∘ : NP4 and NP26. The numbering of craters here refers to their entry in a catalog that is yet to be published. Figure 3 shows the shrinking outlines of PSRs as obliquity increases. Among the other identified northern BCFDs, NP7 and NP19 maintain an area of permanent shadow up to = 12 ∘ , while NP5 is likely too small (≈3.5 km in diameter) to be resolved by the DTM with confidence.
In the southern hemisphere, we find that part of the floor of crater SP1 remains in permanent shadow at max . Although we did not identify other areas in permanent shadow at max , due to severe DTM artifacts near the south pole (Figure 2b) , it is an intriguing fact that SP1 is the only such example in our results. The other southern bright deposit (SP2) is inside a very small crater (≈2.2 km in diameter), below what the DTM can confidently model. Both NP4 and SP1 are 6-7 km craters with steep walls (≈ 40 ∘ -45 ∘ slope), the primary reason for the persistence of their shadowed floor at high obliquity.
Relationship of Persistent PSRs and BCFDs
We find a possible connection between the most persistent PSRs, i.e., regions that stay in permanent shadow at = max and BCFDs. Figure 3 shows polar stereographic projections of FC images containing BCFDs and the outlines of PSRs computed using illumination modeling for various . 
NP4
The BCFD in crater NP4 is centered at the location of the most persistent shadows (Figure 3) . Interestingly, the NP4 deposit appears to have two brightness gradations of the bottom which are referred to as central deposit and the outer deposit. The central deposit is two times brighter than the outer one. The outer deposit appears to have a well-defined boundary that approximately coincides with the PSR boundary at an obliquity of 2 ∘ .
NP7
The appearance of the BCFD in NP7 (Figure 3 ) is similar to that in NP4. The NP7 crater remains in shadow up to an obliquity of 12 ∘ . However, it is possible that due to the crater's smaller size (4.6 km in diameter), its actual depth is greater than the depth derived from the HAMO DTM, and thus, it is possible that permanent shadow remains at higher obliquity.
NP5
The NP5 crater is not permanently shadowed at the resolution of the HAMO DTM, but the shadow-stacking method reveals a small PSR [Platz et al., 2017] . The brightness of the BCFD in NP5 is substantially larger than those of the other BCFDs in this study. Part of the BCFD in NP5 extends out of the shadow on FC images (Figure 3 ) and may be water ice from the measurements of the Visible and Infrared Spectrometer (VIR) instrument [Platz et al., 2017] .
A standard one-dimensional thermal model is used to estimate the sublimation rate of an ice deposit at 70 ∘ latitude [Schorghofer, 2008] . Assuming a Bond albedo of 0.2 and thermal properties appropriate for bulk ice, the sublimation rate of ice exposed on the surface is ≈10 −3 kg m −2 yr −1 (equivalent to 1 m/kyr). In this case the peak temperature is ≈135 K and the mean temperature ≈130 K. For lower thermal inertia, appropriate if the ice is not in bulk form, the peak temperature would be higher and the sublimation loss faster. This calculation demonstrates that a sunlit macroscopic ice deposit at this latitude must be geologically young.
NP19
The NP19 crater remains in shadow at an obliquity of 12 ∘ (Figure 3 ). Its bright deposit is qualitatively similar to the one of NP26 and the outer deposit of NP4. We note that the BCFD inside NP19 has the weakest brightness contrast with respect to the surrounding terrain among the deposits considered in this study.
NP26
The NP26 crater remains in shadow up to the maximum obliquity of 20 ∘ . Its floor deposit is offset from the crater center and lies partially on the crater wall. The deposit has a sharp and round boundary. There appears to be no morphological difference in the region covered by the bright deposit compared to the surrounding terrain indicating a small thickness of the deposit. The apparent brightness contrast of the deposit in crater NP26 with respect to the surrounding area is lower than for features NP7, NP5, and the central deposit of NP4. Qualitatively, it is similar to the outer deposit in crater NP4 or to the deposit in NP19.
SP1
The SP1 crater is one of the two regions in the southern hemisphere that remains in shadow at an obliquity of 20 ∘ . The brightest part of the BCFD corresponds well to the location of the PSR at = 20 ∘ . Further identification of PSRs and BCFDs in the southern polar region will critically depend on the subsequent observing campaign as the subsolar point moves southward.
Discussion
Unlike the Moon or Mercury, Ceres's obliquity undergoes rapid and large periodic oscillations. The unique set of bright crater floor deposits in Ceres is correlated with the most persistent of PSRs, i.e., the area that remains in shadow even at the highest obliquity ( max = 19.6 ∘ ). In the northern hemisphere, at an obliquity of 20 ∘ , only two PSRs remain, both of which host bright deposits. In the southern hemisphere, despite poorer data from Dawn at the time of writing, there remain two PSRs at an obliquity of 20 ∘ and one of them has a definite bright deposit. The second most prominent BCFD in the southern hemisphere is located in a 2 km crater that is not well resolved in the HAMO shape model. Craters NP4, NP19, NP26, and SP1 also possess weaker brightness contrast deposits. Interestingly, the boundaries of those areas approximately correspond to the PSR boundary at the present-day obliquity of 4 ∘ . We suggest that this could be due to events of mass wasting that might expose the ground ice. Once the PSR boundary shrinks due to increasing obliquity, these weak deposits are likely to sublimate due to an increased solar incidence flux.
A Monte Carlo model of thermal ballistic hops is used to estimate the fraction of water molecules that will ultimately fall into cold traps. For present-day Ceres this fraction is 0.14% [Schorghofer et al., 2016] . We carried out the same type of Monte Carlo calculation for an obliquity of 10 ∘ and a corresponding PSR area of 167 km 2 . We find that the fraction trapped is proportional to the PSR area. Hence, the ratio of fraction trapped to the cumulative PSR area, also known as trapping efficiency, is independent of obliquity. This suggests that permanent shadow over the entire obliquity history is a necessary condition for the formation of the BCFDs, which are likely composed of volatiles deposited via the cold trapping mechanism.
Conclusions
We have integrated the obliquity of Ceres over the last 3 Myr for a range of moments of inertia constrained by the Dawn gravity observations. We found that obliquity undergoes large oscillations with a period of 24.5 kyr. Within the range of the Dawn-constrained moments of inertia, our integrations show that obliquity rises to values as high as ≈20 ∘ . At such high obliquity, most of the present-day PSRs receive direct sunlight. However, PSRs still exist at an obliquity of 20 ∘ . We find a correlation between BCFDs and the most persistent PSRs. In the northern hemisphere, we find that only two PSRs remain at max ; these two PSRs contain BCFDs. In the southern hemisphere, we also find that only one crater with a BCFD remains in shadow at max . The obliquity excursions offer a simple explanation why most of the present-day PSRs lack BCFDs. The location of BCFDs within persistent PSRs strongly suggests that they consist of volatiles, either water molecules from the exosphere or exposed ground ice.
